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Europe’s five major pan-European
LCCs all growing differently in W17
Europe’s LCCs show no sign of running out of ways to grow
their networks. Now that the winter season is well under way,
The ANKER Report takes a look at how Europe’s five major panEuropean LCCs have achieved their growth in flights this winter.
Comparing a week in November 2017 with a week in November
2016 reveals that in terms of flights operated, Wizz Air leads
the way with a 15.2% increase. Vueling is next with growth of
14.7%, followed by Ryanair (+7.3%), Norwegian (+6.8%) and
easyJet (+2.4%).
With the exception of Ryanair, which operates a single fleet
type of 189-seat 737-800s, all the other carriers have seen
greater growth in seat capacity as they transition to using
bigger variations of the aircraft in their fleet. As a result, Wizz
Air still leads for seat growth (+19.1%), followed by Vueling
(+15.7%), Norwegian (+8.6%), Ryanair (+7.3%) and easyJet
(+4.6%). Measured by ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres),
Norwegian jumps into the lead as a result of its focus on longhaul expansion, mostly with its 787s, but also increasingly with
its 737 MAX fleet. Its weekly ASKs in November are up 29.1%
compared with November 2016, well ahead of Wizz Air
(+19.3%), Vueling (+13.0%), Ryanair (+11.6%) and easyJet
(+6.4%).

Ryanair leads way in all categories
Maybe not surprisingly Ryanair leads the way in all four
categories. Its new routes this winter account for 1,716 new
weekly flights compared with last winter. Another 528 extra
weekly frequencies are related to existing routes on which it
has increased frequencies. Conversely, its dropped (and
suspended) routes result in a reduction of 774 weekly flights,
while routes with frequency cuts result in the loss of a further
664 weekly flights. So, the 2,244 additional flights are partly
cancelled out by the loss of 1,438 weekly flights, leaving a net
gain of 806 weekly flights.
The new routes this winter with the highest weekly frequencies
are Naples to Milan BGY (28-weekly), London STN to
Copenhagen (18-weekly), Dublin to Munich (14-weekly) and
Naples to Venice TSF (14-weekly). A further 23 routes operate
this winter with at least daily service which were not part of the
ULCC’s network last winter. Among the dropped/suspended
routes are 15 that were served at least daily last winter. Two of
the suspended routes were served with at least four daily
flights last winter. The route between Belfast BFS and London
LGW was served 35-weekly last winter, while Cologne Bonn to
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So the W17/18 season is up and
running and the consequences of
airberlin’s closure are still working
themselves out. Our lead story
compares the growth strategies of
Europe’s five main pan-European LCCs
while there are profiles on developments in Bordeaux and Seville. We
examine the London-Copenhagen and
Europe-Israel markets, and identiy
what has enabled eight European
routes to have services this winter
compared with none last winter.

However, in terms of additional weekly flights, Ryanair leads
the way with an extra 806 compared with last winter. Vueling is
second with 412 additional weekly flights, followed by Wizz Air
(390), Norwegian (247) and easyJet (184). Ryanair’s growth
would have been even more impressive had it not chosen to
suspend 34 routes for this winter due to its much-publicised
pilot issues.

Ralph Anker New/lost routes versus existing routes
ralph@anker-report.com
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The changes in frequencies can be broken down into four route
categories. Frequency increases come from two sources;
frequencies flown on new routes that were not operating this
time last year and existing routes on which there has been an
increase in weekly frequency, for example from 3-weekly to 5weekly. Frequency decreases also come from two sources:
frequencies lost on routes that were served last November but
are not operating this November and routes on which there has
been a reduction in weekly frequency, for example from 4weekly to 3-weekly. Routes on which there has been no change
in weekly frequency clearly have no influence on the data.
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Berlin SXF had 32-weekly frequencies. Two further suspended,
domestic routes from Warsaw WAW to Gdansk and Wroclaw
were both served 21-weekly last winter.
While Ryanair’s new routes and dropped routes have been
covered in previous issues of The ANKER Report, it is worth
looking at those routes where it has cut and grown frequencies
significantly. In the first category two routes stand out.
Between Athens and Thessaloniki, Ryanair has cut its weekly
frequency from 50 to 15, a reduction of five flights per day.
Four of these daily flights were cut at the start of the S17
season, and an additional daily flight has been lost for this
winter. Between London LTN and Copenhagen frequency has
been cut from 26-weekly to 7-weekly, partly as a result of
starting a new London STN to Copenhagen route. For more on
the curious recent dynamics of the London-Copenhagen market
see the analysis on page 8. Significant frequency increases
include on London STN to Prague (8-weekly to 17-weekly) and
London STN to Toulouse (daily to 2-daily).

continues on page 12
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Bordeaux welcomes easyJet base in S18 as traffic set for 6m in 2017
Bordeaux is well on target to handle over six million
passengers for the first time in 2017. Since welcoming
just under 3.3 million passengers in 2009, the airport has
seen demand grow by 74% in just seven years. During
that period annual growth was at least 7% every year,
except for 2013, when it was just over 4%. Between
1998 and 2008 domestic traffic grew by a modest 9%
while international traffic doubled, primarily thanks to
LCCs and the airport’s decision to build a dedicated LCC
terminal, billi. Since 2008, domestic traffic has grown by
29%, proving that LCCs can stimulate even domestic
routes in the French market. International traffic has
continued to boom, rising 132% in the last eight years.
easyJet leads the way
LCCs have led the way in Bordeaux in driving passenger
growth. According to UAF data LCCs accounted for just
over 2.5 million passengers in Bordeaux last year, or
around 44% of the total traffic at the airport. Of this,
easyJet’s share has consistently been around 60% since
2012. Its share of the total traffic in Bordeaux has risen
from just 5% in 2007 to 27% in 2016. This year its share
of total traffic is expected to be close to 30%.
Last month the carrier named Bordeaux as its next base
and will position three aircraft at the airport from S18. It
joins five other French airports which are designated
bases for the UK LCC; Lyon, Nice, Paris CDG, Paris ORY
and Toulouse. Since starting flights to Bordeaux from
London LTN in June 2006, easyJet has added at least one
new route every year, with the exception of 2013. At
least five new routes are planned for S18, but these have
yet to be confirmed by the airline.
2006: London LTN (June)
2007: Bristol (April), Geneva (June)
2008: Lyon (April)
2009: Basel (June), Liverpool (June)
2010: London LGW (March), Milan MXP (April)
2011: Madrid (March)
2012: Nice (March), Lisbon (April), Lille (December)
2014: Amsterdam (March), Brussels BRU (March),
Marrakech (April), Belfast BFS (June)
2015: Glasgow GLA (June)
2016: Berlin SXF (March), Marseille (March), Barcelona
(April), Venice VCE (April)
2017: Hamburg (June), Palma de Mallorca (June)
Of these 23 routes only one has been dropped. Madrid
flights ceased at the end of S12 when easyJet closed its
base at the Spanish airport. Four of the routes are to
airports that are not currently easyJet bases; Brussels,
Lille, Marrakech and Marseille. Of the current 22 routes
easyJet faces direct competition on 12 of them;
Amsterdam (KLM), Barcelona (Vueling), Brussels
(Brussels Airlines), Lille (HOP!), Lisbon (TAP Portugal),
London LGW (British Airways), Lyon (HOP!), Marrakech
(Royal Air Maroc), Marseille (HOP!), Nice (HOP!), Palma
de Mallorca (Volotea and Vueling), and Venice VCE
(Volotea). Since launching domestic flights to Lyon in
2008, easyJet has typically seen around 30% of its
Bordeaux passengers flying on its domestic routes, the
most recent of which, Marseille, was launched in March
2016.
Ryanair and Volotea also growing internationally
While Air France (along with its regional subsidiary HOP!)
remain the airport’s busiest carrier, easyJet is closing the
gap. The next biggest carriers at the airport are Volotea
and Ryanair. Volotea offers almost 30 routes, but
typically at low frequency and, in most cases, only in
summer. Ryanair operates less seasonally, serving nine
airports in 2017, of which only three are not served in
winter. Two other notable LCCs have made their debut
in Bordeaux this summer; Blue Air began flights from
Bucharest in June, while Wizz Air arrived from Budapest
in September.
easyJet growing French seats by 9% in 2017
Looking at its French operations as a whole, easyJet has
increased seat capacity by 9% in 2017 according to
FlightGlobal schedules data. It serves a total of 18
airports with Calvi replacing Strasbourg in 2017.
easyJet’s London LGW service to Strasbourg was
suspended from 21 March 2016, while Calvi flights from
Geneva began in June 2017.
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Austria: With just 3.3% traffic growth in August,
Austria’s airports were feeling the effects of changes at
airberlin and NIKI, though Eurowings was growing fast.
easyJet is now set to become the largest airline in
Austria which is not controlled by the Lufthansa Group.
Bulgaria: Double-digit passenger growth in September

The ANKER Report

across Bulgaria’s airports is being driven by LCCs and
leisure airlines. Wizz Air has now overtaken Bulgaria Air
to become the leading scheduled airline in the country.
Ireland: Irish airports welcomed around 6% more
passengers in September. Curiously, neither Ryanair nor
Aer Lingus were the main drivers of this growth. Instead,
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Norwegian is growing rapidly and may become Ireland’s
third biggest carrier within the next 12 months.
Russia: St. Petersburg is outperforming Moscow for
capacity growth in September. Aeroflot is growing faster
than the overall average. However, its in-house LCC
Pobeda is registering a 7% fall in seat capacity.
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Seville set to break 5 million mark with Ryanair expansion in W17/18
Seville was the 12th busiest Spanish airport in 2016 and
the sixth busiest in mainland Spain after Madrid,
Barcelona, Malaga, Alicante and Valencia. While growth
across all Spanish airports last year was 11.0%, demand for
flights to and from Seville grew by 7.3% to 4.62 million.
However, this was still short of the airport’s busiest ever
year, in 2011, when almost five million passengers passed
through Seville. Aircraft movements were slightly down by
0.5% to 45,838 in 2016, the only one of Spain’s top 15
airports to record a fall in movements last year.
In 2004 Iberia accounted for around half of the airport’s
passengers (1.34 million out of 2.77 million) with Air
Europa a distant second with around 460,000 passengers.
This was the year when Vueling first started serving Seville,
from Barcelona in late October and Valencia from 1
November. The following February saw the arrival of
Ryanair with flights from London STN and Milan BGY which
helped passenger numbers surge by 27% in 2005.
Ryanair and Vueling share 70% of Seville traffic
Over the following six years Ryanair and Vueling both grew
their passenger numbers at the airport. By 2009 they were
the two leading airlines in Seville, accounting for 46% of
traffic. By 2011 their combined share at the airport had
reached 68%, climbing to 73% in 2013, but falling back to
68% in 2016. Between 2007 and 2013 passengers on
airlines other than Ryanair and Vueling had fallen from just
over 3.4 million to just one million. However, between
2013 and 2016, while Ryanair’s traffic grew by just 5%, and
Vueling’s by 31%, other airline traffic increased by 49%.
Demand fairly stable across summer
Being located inland, away from the coast, Seville does not
attract the same kind of leisure demand as other Spanish
airports. This is reflected in its seasonality profile, which is
flatter than many other European airports, with demand
relatively stable between April and October.
In the first nine months of this year passenger numbers
are up 6.5%. This is again slightly lower than the national
average across all Spanish airports of 8.3%.
The signs are good that the airport will finally pass the five
million passenger mark in 2017, as Ryanair has celebrated
the start of the winter season by launching 10 new routes
and resuming service on four other routes that it had
previously served. It also added flights to Frankfurt and
Memmingen in early September. This means that Ryanair
will have doubled its route network at Seville from 19
routes last winter to 38 this winter, while capacity is up
around 50%. The number of flights will therefore be
approximately the same as Ryanair was offering in
W10/11, but spread over a greater number of routes.
Barcelona is top route by factor of three
Over half of all passengers in Seville are travelling on
domestic routes, with Barcelona being by far the busiest.
Ryanair and Vueling go head-to-head but with the Spanish
carrier operating more daily flights. The top four
international destinations (shown in red on the graph) are Ryanair versus Vueling on eight routes
Paris, London, Rome and Amsterdam, all of which reported The airport’s two leading airlines compete directly on
growth in 2016.
several routes, including Gran Canaria, Ibiza, Lanzarote,
In 2004 the Madrid route welcomed 450,000 passengers, Palma de Mallorca, Rome FCO, Tenerife TFS and Valencia.
but the high-speed rail service between Madrid and Seville Another route where passengers have a choice of carriers
now takes a little over two-and-a-half hours on the 390- is London LGW (British Airways and easyJet) while Munich
kilometre journey and there are up to 18 services per day. was served by both Lufthansa and Transavia this summer.
Transavia’s service was dropped at the end of S17 to be
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replaced by a new route from Eindhoven. Another new
service for this winter is easyJet starting direct flights from
London LTN, the LCC’s fifth route to Seville. Ryanair’s new
routes are spread across seven countries; France
(Toulouse), Germany (Cologne Bonn, Hamburg, Karlsruhe),
Italy (Bari, Rome CIA and Verona), Morocco (Fez), Poland
(Krakow and Warsaw WMI), Spain (Valladolid and Vitoria)
and the UK (East Midlands and Manchester).
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Eight European airports in eight countries welcome regular
scheduled services in W17/18 after not having any in W16/17
According to FlightGlobal schedules data for W17/18,
just over 600 airports across Europe will welcome on
average at least one scheduled flight each week. This
includes eight airports outside of Russia which had no
regular scheduled services in W16/17. Those eight
airports are:
•

Eskisehir (AOE) in Turkey

•

Kassel (KSF) in Germany

•

Liepaja (LPX) in Latvia

•

Pardubice (PED) in the Czech Republic

•

Pori (POR) in Finland

•

Rouen (URO) in France

•

Sion (SIR) in Switzerland

•

Vitoria (VIT) in Spain

Eskisehir welcomes TUI fly Belgium
Eskisehir has a population of almost 700,000 and is
located around 230 kilometres west of Ankara and 330
kilometres south-east of Istanbul. It is linked to both
these major cities by high-speed train. Ankara is just 95
minutes away with five daily services. Eskisehir is wellknown as a major university town and the home of
Anadolu University. The airport used to be known as
Anadolu University Airport but changed its name in 2017
to Hasan Polatkan Airport, in honour of a Turkish
politician from the city.
This winter TUI fly Belgium operates a weekly
(Thursdays) service from Ostend. The airline had
previously flown to Eskisehir from Brussels between July
and September 2016. Turkish Airlines had previously
served Istanbul IST from Eskisehir, but this operation
ended in July 2011. The national carrier also operated to
Brussels until October 2015.

similar services from Kassel, which also continue into the
winter season. It is offering 2-weekly flights in W17/18 to
Hurghada, Gran Canaria and Tenerife TFS using an A320.
Liepaja gets back domestic link with airBaltic
Liepaja is Latvia’s third biggest city, located on the
country’s west coast on the Baltic Sea. With around
70,000 inhabitants the city welcomed a 3-weekly
connection to the country’s capital Riga on 16 May 2017.
Operated by airBaltic using a Q400, flights depart Riga on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at 23:25 arriving in
Liepaja at 00:05. The return flight on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays departs Liepaja at 05:45 and
gets in to Riga at 06:25.
airBaltic had previously operated on the 190-kilometre
sector between the two airports between June 2006 and
October 2008, with up to four daily flights using a mix of
Fokker 50s and ATR 42s. In 2007 and 2008 airBaltic also
operated regular scheduled services from Liepaja to
Copenhagen and Hamburg. As a result, in 2008 Liepaja
welcomed almost 45,000 passengers through its airport.
Pardubice now has year-round London STN link
Pardubice located roughly in the centre of the Czech
Republic has a population of around 90,000 and has
previously welcomed summer charter flights (see Issue 0
of The ANKER Report), but is now served year-round by
Ryanair from London STN. In winter the service operates
3-weekly on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
In addition, Red Wings now offers 2-weekly flights to
Moscow DME on Thursdays and Sundays using a TU-204.

The new airport was opened in April 2013 but has
struggled to attract commercial services, though
Germania has offered a number of seasonal flights to
destinations in Greece, Spain and Turkey during peak
summer periods, but these ended in October 2016. This
summer, new German leisure airline SundAir began

Rouen gets back Lyon link with HOP!
Rouen is located around 130 kilometres north-west of
Paris and is famous for its Notre Dame cathedral. The
city’s airport has not welcomed scheduled services since
Air France suspended its flights to Lyon at the end of
2009. This summer saw the return of such services with
HOP! serving Bastia in Corsica with weekly flights from 1
July to 16 September.
More significantly, the Air France subsidiary also began,
on 28 August, 6-weekly flights to Lyon using its 50-seat
ERJ-145s. This is a year-round service, resulting in the
airport having its first winter services since W09/10.
Sion attracts new ski routes with PowdAir
Sion, in south-west Switzerland, is located in the Rhone
Valley and surrounded by mountains popular with skiers.
Geneva is around 110 kilometres west of Sion. This
winter PowdAir plans to start regular scheduled flights
from Antwerp in Belgium and six UK airports (Bristol,
London LCY, London LTN, London SEN, Manchester and
Southampton). These are set to begin on 11 December,
using two CRJ 200s operated by Backbone Aviation of
Denmark.
Vitoria welcomes back Ryanair
Vitoria in the Basque region of Spain is located only 50
kilometres south of Bilbao. Before the start of the S17
season, the airport last saw regular scheduled services
with Helitt Lineas Aereas from November 2012 to
February 2013 and before that, Iberia operated yearround flights (except August) to Madrid until February
2011. At the beginning of S17 Ryanair began serving
Milan BGY and Tenerife TFS with 2-weekly flights.

Kassel offers winter sun with SundAir
Kassel Airport, formerly known as Kassel-Calden Airport,
is located roughly midway between Dortmund (to the
west) and Leipzig (to the east), and between Frankfurt
(to the south) and Hannover (to the north), though the
nearest alternative airport is Paderborn/Lippstadt,
around 70 kilometres to the north-west. Kassel itself has
a relatively modest population of around 200,000.

In April 2017 scheduled services resumed, again with
NextJet, to Stockholm ARN and Helsinki, operated as
Public Service Obligation (PSO) routes. The route to the
Finnish capital is served 3-daily Mondays to Fridays,
while the Swedish capital gets 2-daily flights on
weekdays. Both routes are operated with Saab 340s.

Pori benefits from PSO routes with NextJet
Pori in south-west Finland has a population of just
85,000 and ranks as Finland’s 11th biggest city. Its
airport handled fewer than 10,000 passengers in 2016.
The last scheduled services were in April 2015, with
NextJet offering up to 2-daily flights domestically to
Kokkola and internationally to Stockholm ARN.

With the start of the W17/18 season these two routes
have been complemented by the addition of 2-weekly
flights to Cologne Bonn and Seville. Bilbao has never
been a Ryanair base, but it did serve the airport between
May 2012 and March 2013, offering domestic flights to
Barcelona, Gran Canaria, Madrid and Seville, plus
international flights to Weeze. However, Ryanair does
also operate from Santander, which lies only 110
kilometres north-west of Vitoria. Ryanair did previously
serve Vitoria; from London Stansted between February
2006 and October 2007, and from Dublin between
January 2007 and October 2007.

Israel benefits from 2013 agreement with EU as capacity increases
63% in just four years driven by European airlines
Capacity between Europe and Israel is up almost 20% in
2017. This follows growth of 15% in 2014, 8% in 2015
and 11% in 2016. This has been aided by an agreement
signed in June 2013, which gradually liberalised the EUIsrael market, so that by 2018 it would be fully open.
El Al grows but faces increased competition
Flag carrier El Al has grown its European capacity by 37%
between 2013 and 2017, but all other carriers combined
have grown twice as quickly, registering capacity growth
of 75%. As a result, in 2017 El Al has just 26% of the
market, down from 45% in 2004 and 2005.
El Al is still more than three times bigger than the second
biggest carrier serving Israel, which is Turkish Airlines.
Aeroflot, Wizz Air and easyJet round out the top five
scheduled airlines connecting Europe and Israel. The top
five airlines generating the impressive growth of 1.54
million additional one-way seats in 2017 are: Wizz Air
(+191k seats), Ryanair (+125k), El Al (+121k), Israir (+86k)
and Ukraine International Airlines (+79k).
Eilat/Ovda records 91% seat growth in 2017
Eilat/Ovda has seen capacity almost double in the last 12
months, with Ryanair, Ural Airlines and Wizz Air
responsible for nearly all the growth. The airport serves
the popular resort of Eilat, located at the northern tip of
the Red Sea.
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Berlin to lose relatively few routes despite disappearance of airberlin
In the 12 years between 2004 and 2016, Berlin’s airports
(Schönefeld, Tegel and Tempelhof) have seen passenger
numbers more than double from under 15 million in 2004
to almost 33 million in 2016. As this growth was well
above the national average for Germany, Berlin’s share of
the country’s traffic grew from less than 10% to almost
15% during that period. Berlin THF welcomed its last
commercial passengers in 2008, but the two remaining
airports have grown impressively since. Last year saw
Berlin’s airports grow demand by more than 10% for the
first time since 2005. Then it was primarily driven by
easyJet making Berlin SXF a base in April 2004. Last year’s
double-digit growth, again driven by growth in Berlin SXF
(of almost 37%), can be attributed mainly to Ryanair’s
significant expansion at the airport. By making it a base in
October 2015 the ULCC was able to grow its network from
just eight routes in S15 to 27 in S16. This summer has seen
further network expansion, enabling Schönefeld to register
passenger growth of almost 15% in the first nine months
of 2017, compared with growth of just 1.1% at Tegel
during the same period.
Eurowings adding 16 new routes in January 2018
The recent collapse of airberlin leaves the city facing a
short-term capacity reduction while other carriers pick and
choose which routes to take on. Eurowings has already
announced plans to launch 16 new routes in mid-January.
According to its website it will add new routes from Berlin
TXL to Budapest, Copenhagen, Fuerteventura, Funchal,
Gothenburg, Gran Canaria, Helsinki, Karlsruhe/BadenBaden, Krakow, La Palma, Lanzarote, Malaga, Milan MXP,
Munich, Stockholm ARN and Tenerife TFS. An Alicante
route is currently set for launch in February. easyJet has
agreed to take over 25 former airberlin aircraft and
establish a base at Berlin TXL, but has yet to reveal what
routes it will serve, although it has indicated that it plans a
mix of domestic and international destinations.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data for November
and December, Berlin TXL is currently looking at a capacity
reduction of just over 30% compared with the same
months in 2016. In 2016, airberlin accounted for around
45% of scheduled seat capacity from Tegel with 6.3 million
departing seats, well ahead of Eurowings and Lufthansa
who both accounted for just under two million departing
seats each. However, with other carriers such as Luxair and
TUI fly Deutschland already beginning to backfill some of
airberlin’s lost routes and capacity, the impact on Tegel is
already being reduced. Once Eurowings develops its
network in January and easyJet reveals its intentions the
shortfall in capacity may well be less than 10%.
Given Ryanair’s rapid growth at Berlin SXF (it is operating
almost 50 routes from the airport this winter), it seems
likely the carrier will add more destinations and flights
next summer. Its only domestic route, to Cologne Bonn, is
one of the 34 routes that the airline has chosen to suspend
this winter for operational reasons.
What routes have been lost from Tegel and/or Berlin?
Analysis of routes operated by airberlin in February 2017,
that are not currently available from Tegel in February
2018, can be split into long-haul and short-haul sectors.
The long-haul routes include Abu Dhabi, Chicago ORD,
Miami, Punta Cana and Varadero. The short-haul routes
include Billund, Bucharest, Catania, Graz, Milan LIN,
Prague and Salzburg.
Of these, Billund, Bucharest and Salzburg are already
served from Berlin SXF; the first two by Ryanair and the
latter by easyJet, while Milan MXP will be served by
Eurowings from mid-January. Catania is served year-round
by Ryanair from Schönefeld and by easyJet during the
summer. That just leaves Graz and Prague, and the longhaul routes mentioned.
Overall then, surprisingly few destinations appear to have
been lost from the Berlin market by the disappearance of
airberlin. With easyJet yet to release details of its planned
network, it may even be that the number of available
destinations across the two airports will be higher in S18
than in S17. However, with Eurowings having a head start,
easyJet will probably have to accept a fair degree of
competition on whatever routes it chooses to launch from
Tegel. It also has to be careful that it does not cannibalise
its own traffic from Schönefeld.
It is worth noting that Eurowings already serves Düsseldorf existing service. These are domestic routes that the will Ryanair once again in S18) and Nuremberg, which are
and Stuttgart with multiple daily flights and is launching German travel press have speculated may be targets for less obvious targets for easyJet given their lack of presence
Munich flights in January to complement Lufthansa’s easyJet. Eurowings also already serves Cologne Bonn (as at these airports.
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London-Copenhagen market boom over as Ryanair wins battle with
easyJet in north London; demand down 6% in 2017
Traffic flows between major western European capital
cities can normally be considered relatively stable,
typically showing very modest growth. However, some
kind of significant external event, such as an airline
bankruptcy, prolonged ATC or airline strike, or terrorist
incident may have a short-term impact, or
enhancements in alternative transport modes, such as
the development of a high-speed rail link, may have a
long-term impact.
The London to Copenhagen could certainly be
considered a mature market. Between 2005 and 2013
traffic grew by an average of just 3.1% from 1.36 million
passengers to 1.74 million. However, between 2013 and
2016 passenger numbers surged by almost 44%, to
almost 2.5 million, representing average annual growth
in that period of 12.9%. So what happened?
Sterling collapse results in fight for Gatwick traffic
In 2005 the London to Copenhagen market was
dominated by British Airways (BA) and SAS operating
multiple daily flights from London LHR. Maersk Air
operated multiple daily flights to London LGW, while
easyJet served the Danish capital from London STN, a
route it had inherited when it acquired Go in 2002.
Maersk Air was merged with Sterling in late 2005, which
also took over the London LGW route. SAS also started
services to London LCY in late 2005. Sterling ceased
operations at the end of October 2008.
Looking to fill the gap left by Sterling’s departure, Cimber
Air (13 January), easyJet (15 January) and Norwegian (29
March) all launched London LGW flights during 2009,
helping the route to avoid the post-recession dip of
many business routes that year. In 2010 both British
Airways and Cimber Air started service from London LCY,
as SAS withdrew from the route. Neither of Cimber Air’s
services survived into 2011. The withdrawal of BA from
the London LCY market in 2012 contributed to traffic
between the two capitals not growing that year.
Traffic grew by 5% in 2013 driven primarily by easyJet
adding frequencies from Gatwick. In 2014, Norwegian
responded by adding more flights from Gatwick while
easyJet began a London LTN service on 3 November.
With Heathrow demand also growing, traffic increased
by 10% in 2014.
Ryanair enters market, easyJet retreats
Ryanair finally entered the market in March 2015 with 2daily flights from London LTN, which it increased to 4daily in W15/16. easyJet responded by increasing its
Luton services from 2-daily in S15 to up to 4-daily in
W15/16, while dropping its Stansted service. This
resulted in a 20% increase in overall capacity in 2015,
which translated into a 17% increase in passengers. In
2016 capacity grew by a further 13%, resulting in 12%
traffic growth and lots of cheap fares.
easyJet abandoned the Luton route at the start of the
S17 season at which point Ryanair cut back its Luton
frequencies and started a route from its biggest base at
Stansted. Seat capacity will be down 10% in 2017, while
according to Copenhagen Airport, passengers to London
are down 6% so far this year. While BA and SAS continue
to share the Heathrow traffic, easyJet and Norwegian
are now left to battle it out at Gatwick, while Ryanair has
control of traffic from Luton and Stansted. London LCY is
currently, once again, unserved from Copenhagen.
easyJet lost Luton but appears to be winning in Gatwick
Analysis of available fare data by Aviation Analytics
(www.aviationanalytics.com) indicates that both easyJet
and Ryanair were losing money during their head-tohead fight in Luton. easyJet’s departure from the north
London airports has resulted in Ryanair now being
reasonably profitable on both of its routes. Their analysis
also suggests that easyJet is doing better on the Gatwick
route than Norwegian.
Looking ahead to S18, capacity appears to be stable
between the two cities. Ryanair has cut frequency
slightly on its Stansted service while SAS has added a
frequency from Heathrow while growing average aircraft
size across its 6-daily flights. easyJet (20-weekly) and
Norwegian (31-weekly) are registering no changes as yet
in their Gatwick operations.
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Latest European airport traffic statistics
Data published here has been made public between 23 October and 5 November.
Country

Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date)

Austria

September: Klagenfurt pax +191.6% to 21,347. YTD: pax +9.0% to 166k. (NB. Runway was closed from 12 September to 3 October 2016)

Bosnia &
Herzegovina

September: Sarajevo pax +10.8% to 101k. YTD: pax +13.8% to 769k.

Bulgaria

September: Sofia pax +19.7% to 603k. YTD: pax +38.0% to 4.97m.

Czech Republic

September: Prague pax +15.9% to 1.61m. YTD: pax +19.2% to 11.78m.

Denmark

October: Aalborg pax +3.9% to 147k; Aarhus pax -0.8% to 36,253.
YTD: Aalborg pax -0.7% to 1.30m; Aarhus pax -4.4% to 311k.

France

September: Marseille pax +7.4% to 832k; Nantes pax +16.4% to 548k; Paris BVA pax -9.5% to 314k; Lille pax +15.5% to 213k; Ajaccio pax +15.3% to 199k;
Montpellier pax +12.8% to 171k; Bastia pax +17.2% to 170k; Biarritz pax +1.9% to 117k; Strasbourg pax +22.8% to 124k.
October: Paris BVA pax -11.0% to 317k.
YTD (Sep): Marseille pax +7.2% to 6.91m; Nantes pax +13.7% to 4.24m; Paris BVA pax -9.1% to 2.81m; Lille pax +5.0% to 1.49m; Montpellier pax +10.4% to
1.41m; Ajaccio pax +10.7% to 1.31m; Bastia pax +9.5% to 1.16m; Biarritz pax +6.5% to 941k; Strasbourg pax +11.1% to 885k.
YTD (Oct): Paris BVA pax -9.3% to 3.12m.

Germany

September: All airports (ADV) pax +4.2% to 23.40m, flights +1.1% to 196k. Europe pax +5.1% to 15.07m, domestic pax -1.4% to 4.46m, intercontinental pax
+8.3% to 3.76m.
September: Düsseldorf pax +3.7% to 2.48m; Berlin TXL pax -3.7% to 2.03m; Hamburg +9.0% to 1.73m; Cologne Bonn pax +2.3% to 1.26m; Stuttgart pax +3.4%
to 1.17m; Berlin SXF pax +3.3% to 1.17m; Nuremberg pax +16.5% to 451k.
October: Memmingen pax +20.1% to 124k; Rostock pax +24.7% to 26,837.
YTD (Sep): All airports (ADV) pax +6.0% to 180.52m, flights +2.5% to 1.61m. Europe pax +6.5% to 112.42m, domestic pax +2.0% to 36.17m, intercontinental
pax +9.3% to 31.42m.
YTD (Sep): Düsseldorf pax +9.1% to 19.37m; Berlin TXL pax +1.1% to 16.23m; Hamburg +9.8% to 13.43m; Berlin SXF pax +14.6% to 9.73m; Cologne Bonn pax
+4.2% to 9.47m; Stuttgart pax +3.1% to 8.46m; Nuremberg pax +22.3% to 3.21m.
YTD (Oct): Memmingen pax +16.7% to 987k; Rostock pax +15.4% to 267k.

Greece

September: Heraklion pax +6.7% to 1.18m; Rhodes pax +6.9% to 867k; Thessaloniki pax +12.8% to 700k; Corfu pax +7.3% to 506k; Chania pax +6.7% to 448k;
Kos pax +19.8% to 400k; Zakynthos pax +13.8% to 311k; Santorini pax +15.8% to 298k; Mykonos pax +20.0% to 194k.
YTD (Sep): Heraklion pax +7.6% to 6.40m; Thessaloniki pax +13.3% to 5.03m; Rhodes pax +5.9% to 4.61m; Chania pax +5.3% to 2.66m; Corfu pax +5.2% to
2.65m; Kos pax +18.5% to 2.03m; Santorini pax +12.0% to 1.68m; Zakynthos pax +16.4% to 1.56m; Mykonos pax +19.3% to 1.13m.

Italy

September: All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +7.3% to 17.54m; international pax +7.6% to 11.49m; domestic pax +4.9% to 6.01m; flights +3.7% to 132k.
September: Rome FCO pax -2.0% to 3.98m; Milan MXP pax +15.6% to 2.14m; Milan BGY pax +11.2% to 1.13m; Venice VCE pax +8.0% to 1.09m; Catania pax
+17.5% to 954k; Naples pax +28.0% to 945k; Milan LIN pax -0.7% to 889k; Bologna pax +6.5% to 804k; Palermo pax +7.0% to 597k; Pisa pax +5.5% to 548k;
Rome CIA pax +4.4% to 485k; Cagliari pax +14.1% to 471k; Bari pax +10.9% to 463k; Olbia pax +12.4% to 415k; Verona pax +9.4% to 358k.
YTD (Sep): All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +6.8% to 135.81m; international pax +9.0% to 88.20m; domestic pax +2.9% to 47.33m; flights +2.6% to 1.05m.
YTD (Sep): Rome FCO pax -1.0% to 31.68m; Milan MXP pax +15.0% to 16.97m; Milan BGY pax +11.8% to 9.47m; Venice VCE pax +6.5% to 8.00m; Milan LIN pax
-0.4% to 7.28m; Catania pax +16.9% to 7.07m; Naples pax +23.6% to 6.54m; Bologna pax +6.7% to 6.29m; Rome CIA pax +5.4% to 4.43m; Palermo pax +5.7%
to 4.41m; Pisa pax +5.9% to 4.18m; Bari pax +8.8% to 3.57m; Cagliari pax +12.7% to 3.31m; Verona pax +10.0% to 2.54m; Olbia pax +10.0% to 2.47m.

Poland

September: Poznan pax +8.5% to 217k. YTD: pax +3.2% to 1.43m.

Romania

September: Suceava pax +178% to 30,626. YTD: pax +512% to 195k.

UK

August: All airports (CAA) pax +5.4% to 30.32m.
September: Glasgow pax +4.1% to 973k; Aberdeen pax +3.9% to 285k.
YTD (Aug): All airports (CAA) pax +7.2% to 195.23m.
YTD (Sep): Glasgow pax +6.7% to 7.67m; Aberdeen pax +1.7% to 2.33m.

Mixed fortunes in Germany as Frankfurt leads European airport seat
growth in November 2017; Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf see big cuts
Frankfurt is set to be the fastest-growing airport in
Europe in volume terms this November, based on
analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data. Germany’s
busiest airport is set to welcome over 300,000
additional departing seats this month, driven by a
combination of Lufthansa’s 9.2% increase in capacity,
and the arrival of Ryanair. Two other major European
hub airports, Istanbul IST and Amsterdam are next,
while London LHR, Madrid and Paris CDG also all
make the top 15 for volume growth.
With an almost 50% increase in seat capacity this
November, Naples is by far the smallest airport in
total passenger numbers to make the rankings.
Around two-thirds of its growth comes from Ryanair,
which made the Italian airport a base in May 2017
and will this winter serve 23 destinations non-stop
from the airport.
Overall seat capacity at European airports in
November is up an estimated 4.5%, on just 2.7%
more flights. With the demise of airberlin, the two
airports with the biggest drop in seat capacity are
easy to predict; Berlin TXL has lost 379,000 seats
(down 32.6%) while Düsseldorf has lost around
231,000 seats in November, which equates to a drop
of 18.5%. Meanwhile, the collapse of Monarch is the
main cause of Birmingham offering over 43,000
fewer seats this November than last, though its
biggest carrier Flybe has also cut capacity by 13%.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air France on 31 October launched a new route from
Paris CDG to Malé in the Maldives. The 8,300-kilometre,
2-weekly service will be flown Wednesdays and
Saturdays using the SkyTeam member’s 777-200ERs.
Air Malta has resumed flights to Frankfurt, just over six
months after pulling off the route. On 29 October the
carrier restarted service with 3-weekly flights from
Malta using its A320s. Air Malta already serves Munich
with 13-weekly flights and Düsseldorf 2-weekly.
Lufthansa also connects Malta with its hubs in Frankfurt
(14-weekly) and Munich (4-weekly), while Ryanair
serves Malta from four German airports this winter;
Berlin SXF, Cologne Bonn, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden and
Nuremberg.

launch three new routes from London LCY. On 29
October BA CityFlyer, a wholly owned subsidiary of
British Airways, began new routes to Paris ORY, Prague
and Reykjavik/Keflavik, using a mix of the airlines E170s
and E190s. Initial frequencies on these new routes are
17, six and two respectively. The Paris ORY route has
been moved from London LHR, freeing up between
three and four daily slot pairs for British Airways to use
on other routes from its main base.
China Eastern Airlines on 29 October began 2-weekly
flights linking Xi’an non-stop with Prague. The service
originates in Shanghai PVG. China Eastern operates 10
non-stop routes between China and Europe this winter,
the same as last winter, with this new service replacing a
weekly flight from Xi’an to Moscow SVO. Eight of the 10
routes this winter are from Shanghai PVG, with the
other linking Kunming and Paris CDG.
Cobalt has launched two new routes from Larnaca, one
each to Germany and the UK. On 30 October the carrier
began 5-weekly flights to London LGW, competing with
easyJet (7-weekly) and TUI Airlines (2-weekly). The
carrier already serves London STN. Then, on 1 November
it began 2-weekly flights to Frankfurt, where it will
compete with Lufthansa (2-weekly) and Condor
(weekly). In total this winter, Cobalt will serve 10
destinations from its base at Larnaca using A320s.

airBaltic is having a second go at serving the Abu Dhabi
market from Riga. Back in W13/14 it launched 4-weekly
flights in conjunction with Etihad Airways using a leased
Czech Airlines A319. However, the service lasted just
one season. Now the carrier is having another go, this
time using its own Bombardier CS300s and again
operating 4-weekly flights. Flight time for the 4,400kilometre route is just over six hours, making it the
world’s longest non-stop flight for a CS300, beating
airBaltic’s own 2,900 kilometres for its Tel Aviv service.
Next summer will see the carrier launch five new routes
from Riga to Bordeaux, Gdansk, Lisbon, Malaga and
Split.

easyJet has added a total of 18 new routes to its
network in the first week of the new W17/18 season,
generating just 36 new return flights. These new routes
involve 27 airports in 14 countries, with no airport
welcoming more than two new routes. Looking at a
country level, the most, new weekly departures will be
from Italy (12), followed by Spain and the UK (11 each),
and France, Germany, Israel, Sweden and Switzerland
(five each). The 18 routes are: BRS-ARN, BSL-ARN, CDGACE, CDG-FUE, GVA-FNC, GVA-LPA, LPL-VCE, LTN-SVQ,
LYS-ESU, MAN-AGA, MXP-FUE, MXP-LUZ, NAP-TFS, NAPTLV, SEN-MLA, SXF-LUX, SXF-TLL and VCE-TLV. Among
these, Lublin (LUZ) is a new destination for easyJet.

Alitalia may still face an uncertain future but that is not
stopping it from starting new long-haul routes from
Rome FCO. On 29 October it began daily flights to Delhi,
a route it last served over 20 years ago. Two days later,
the SkyTeam carrier also added the Maldives to its route
network with the introduction of 3-weekly flights to
Malé. Both routes will be flown with the airline’s A330200s.

Eurowings is a busy airline right now. In the first week of
the summer season Lufthansa’s in-house LCC has started
a total of 22 new routes, with 17 being operated just
weekly or 2-weekly. The 22 routes are: CGN-CPT, DUSAGA, DUS-FNC, DUS-RAK, DUS-SPC, DUS-ZAG, HAJ-LPA,
HAM-SPC, MUC-ACE, MUC-AGA, MUC-CGN, MUC-FUE,
MUC-LIS, MUC-LPA, MUC-RAK, MUC-TFS, SZG-LHR, SZGSTN, STR-SPC, VIE-AGA and VIE-DTM. Destinations in the
Canary Islands (eight new routes) and Morocco (five new
routes) account for well over half of the new services.
The five routes with more than 2-weekly flights are
Munich-Lisbon (3-weekly), Salzburg-London STN (4weekly), Vienna-Dortmund (6-weekly), Berlin TXLBrussels (14-weekly) and Cologne Bonn-Munich (20weekly). The last of these was previously served by
germanwings until the end of S12.

Austrian Airlines is now offering a weekly (Wednesdays)
service to Mahé in the Seychelles. Launched on 25
October, the almost 7,000-kilometre route will be flown
using the airline’s 767-300s. The Star Alliance carrier flies
to four other so-called ‘winter tourist’ destinations from
Vienna; Colombo, Havana, the Maldives and Mauritius.
Austrian joins Air Seychelles (3-weekly from Paris CDG),
Condor (2-weekly from Frankfurt) and Turkish Airlines
(3-weekly from Istanbul IST) in operating non-stop flights
from Europe to Mahé this winter.

bmi regional now connects Stuttgart and Rostock with 6
-weekly flights. The German domestic sector measures
some 620 kilometres and will be flown using the carrier’s
ERJ-145s. Launched on 29 October, the services faces no
competition. bmi regional has been serving Rostock
from Munich since March 2016. It currently operates 13weekly between the two airports. This winter the only
other scheduled services from Rostock are with
Germania to various winter sun destinations in the
Canary Islands, Egypt and Turkey.
British Airways used the start of the W17/18 season to
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Southend. Flybe previously operated the Dublin route in
W14/15. The Glasgow and Dublin routes will be flown
with E195s while the Manchester route is served with
ATR 72s. In addition, Flybe has also started a new route
connecting Leeds Bradford and Düsseldorf with 6weekly flights. Until the end of S17 these two airports
had been connected by Jet2.com, which launched the
route back in May 2006.

Hainan Airlines has launched its first European
destination from Shanghai PVG. On 25 October the
carrier began 3-weekly, non-stop flights to Brussels BRU
using its 787-9s, though it has served the route before.
The previous connection, operated by A330s, ended in
December 2011. Hainan Airlines already serves the
Belgian capital from Beijing. This brings to 10 the
number of non-stop routes between China and Europe
flown by the carrier; six from Beijing (Berlin TXL,
Brussels BRU, Manchester, Moscow SVO, Prague and St.
Petersburg), two from Xi’an (Paris CDG and Rome FCO),
one from Chongqing (Rome FCO) and now one from
Shanghai PVG. With 26 weekly flights between Europe
and China, Hainan Airlines currently ranks only seventh
among carriers in the market, well behind Air China
(122), China Eastern Airlines (49), China Southern
Airlines (46) and Aeroflot (35).
HOP! has added a couple of international routes from
regional French airports to Germany. On 30 October the
Air France subsidiary began 3-weekly flights between
Bordeaux and Düsseldorf, and between Nantes and
Hamburg. These new routes are operated with a mix of
Air France’s A320s and HOP!’s E170s and CRJ 1000s.
HOP! already connects Lyon with Nuremberg (6-weekly)
and Nantes with Düsseldorf (10-weekly).
Icelandair now serves Berlin TXL. Anticipating the
demise of airberlin, which used to serve Iceland with
daily flights in S17, Icelandair has started 3-weekly
flights from Reykjavik/Keflavik on 3 November using its
757s. Frequencies will increase to reach 5-weekly by
next summer. Berlin is already linked to Iceland thanks
to WOW air connecting Berlin SXF with Reykjavik/
Keflavik (since June 2012) and Eurowings/germanwings,
which has been connecting the cities since 2014 during
the summer season.
Jet Airways has started not one but two new European
routes. On 29 October the Indian carrier launched daily
flights from Bengaluru to Amsterdam and 5-weekly
flights from Chennai to Paris CDG. This brings to seven
the number of non-stop routes to Europe operated by
the airline; the others being Delhi to Amsterdam and
London LHR, and Mumbai to Amsterdam, Paris CDG and
London LHR. Bengaluru and Chennai are both already
served non-stop by British Airways and Lufthansa from
London LHR and Frankfurt respectively, while Air France
also connects Paris CDG with Bengaluru.
Jet2.com does not usually launch many routes at the
start of the winter season but it has added three new
routes in the last week. From Edinburgh it now serves
Funchal with weekly flights, while from its relatively new
Birmingham base (opened in S17) it is adding new
routes to Krakow (2-weekly) and Prague (2-weekly). The
leisure carrier faces competition on both the
Birmingham routes with Ryanair already serving Krakow
(2-weekly) and Czech Airlines serving Prague (4-weekly).

Flybe, through its partner Stobart Air, has launched
three new routes from London SEN. All began on 29
October. Dublin and Manchester will be served with up
to 3-daily flights while Glasgow GLA is served 9-weekly.
None of the routes faces direct competition from
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addition of three new long-haul routes from
Amsterdam. On 29 October it began 3-weekly flights to
Mumbai (a route last served in 2001) followed a day
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later by 3-weekly flights to Mauritius. On 31 October it
was the turn of San Jose in Costa Rica to welcome 2weekly flights from the Dutch SkyTeam carrier.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data for November
2017, KLM is operating non-stop to 12 destinations it did
not serve in November 2016. Apart from the three
already mentioned the others are Catania, Freetown,
Gdansk, Graz, London LCY, Malaga, Milan MXP,
Minneapolis/St. Paul and Porto. Destination not served
this winter that were served last winter are Almaty,
Astana, Cairo and Doha.

Lufthansa celebrated the beginning of the W17/18
season with five new route launches from its main
Frankfurt base. On 29 October it began flying to Catania,
Cluj-Napoca and Timisoara. The following day Bari was
added to the network with Genoa starting on 31
October. According to FlightGlobal schedules data for
November 2017, Lufthansa is operating non-stop to 11
destinations it did not serve in November 2016. Apart
from the five already mentioned, the others are Faro,
Paderborn/Lippstadt, Palermo, Pamplona (starts 6
November), Reykjavik/Keflavik and Santiago de
Compostela. Destinations not served this winter that
were served last winter are Dammam, San Jose
(California) and Tokyo NRT.
Norwegian is another carrier to find growth potential in
Morocco. On 4 November the carrier began a weekly
service between Helsinki and Marrakech, a route that
clocks in at just over 4,000 kilometres. Norwegian also
serves Marrakech from Copenhagen, Madrid, Oslo OSL
and Stockholm ARN, and connects Agadir with its three
main Scandinavian bases.

29 October the Star Alliance carrier began 12-weekly
flights using E190s operated by its subsidiary TAP
Express, formerly known as Portugalia. No other carrier
links these two airports. The following day, TAP Portugal
also started a 6-weekly service to Fez, using ATR 72s
operated on behalf of TAP Express by White Airways.
The French part of Transavia has added a new
destination in Africa to its Paris ORY network. On 26
October the carrier began weekly (Thursdays) flights to
Dakhla, which is located in the disputed region of
Western Sahara, south of Morocco. Currently
administered by Morocco, Dakhla has become known as
a centre for watersports. Apart from Royal Air Maroc
offering flights to various destinations in Morocco, Binter
Canarias flies 2-weekly to Dakhla from Gran Canaria,
which lies less than 500 kilometres away.

SAS is another carrier to add a new route to Eilat/Ovda
in Israel this winter. It added a weekly (Saturday) service
on 28 October from Stockholm ARN. On the same day
the Star Alliance member also added weekly flights to
Funchal from the Swedish capital. The following day a
new weekly connection between Copenhagen and
Tenerife TFS was launched, which will compete with four
other carriers; Norwegian, Primera Air, Ryanair and TUI
fly Nordic. Norwegian operates 5-weekly on the route,
all other carriers just weekly. Finally, SAS added a new
US destination, Miami, from Stockholm ARN. The weekly
(Sunday) service commenced on 29 October and will not
face any direct competition, although Norwegian serves
Fort Lauderdale from Stockholm ARN.
SWISS has made Wroclaw its newest destination from
Zurich. The Star Alliance carrier will connect the two
airports 3-weekly using a mix of the airline’s CS100s and
Fokker 100s operated by Helvetic.

Air France, which already connects Toulon and Paris
ORY with up to 6-daily flights, will start a 2-daily service
to the airline’s global hub at Paris CDG at the start of the
S18 season. The route will be flown using E170s
operated by the carrier’s regional subsidiary HOP!
Beijing Capital Airlines plans to add two more European
routes from Beijing next summer. On 27 March it is
proposing to launch 3-weekly flights to Copenhagen
followed by 3-weekly flights to Helsinki on 30 May. Both
routes are already served; Copenhagen by SAS and
Helsinki by Finnair. The airline’s only other European
service from Beijing is to Lisbon, which launched on 26
July this year. It also connects Chengdu with Madrid, and
Qingdao with London LHR and Moscow SVO.

The Dutch part of Transavia has been busy expanding its
Eindhoven operation. It has recently added new routes
to Marrakech (3-weekly from 1 November), Seville (3weekly from 26 October) and Tel Aviv (2-weekly from 3
November). Ryanair already serves Marrakech and
Seville from the Dutch airport, so passengers can expect
some attractive fares on those routes this winter.

Eurowings has announced its first US route from
Düsseldorf. From 18 December it will operate 2-weekly
to Orlando in Florida using an A330-200. Orlando was
one of several US destinations served by airberlin from
Düsseldorf this summer. The others were Boston, Fort
Myers, Los Angeles, Miami, New York JFK and San
Francisco.

TUI Airlines, the new name for Thomson Airways, on 1
November began a weekly (Wednesdays) service from
London LGW to Phu Quoc in Vietnam. The island of Phu
Quoc is home to attractive beaches and is a growing
holiday destination, not just from Asia but also from
Europe.

Flybe will link Cardiff and Venice VCE 2-weekly starting
on 27 March. The service will be the airline’s fourth
Italian destination from the Welsh airport joining Milan
MXP, Rome FCO and Verona. Flybe is now the dominant
airline in Cardiff, accounting for almost 60% of scheduled
seat capacity at the airport this winter.

TUI fly Belgium has added two new destinations to its
growing base at Brussels CRL. On 27 October it began 2weekly flights to Murcia, while the following day Sharm
El-Sheikh services began, also served 2-weekly. The
Spanish service will be flown using the carrier’s E190s,
apart from the inaugural flight which welcomed a 737800. This November, TUI fly Belgium will operate 39
weekly flights across 18 destinations from Brussels CRL.
This compares with 301 weekly flights spread across 70
routes, flown by Ryanair, the leading carrier at the
airport.

Germania is growing its route network in Dresden. It has
recently announced new routes to Barcelona (3-weekly)
and St. Petersburg (2-weekly) starting next summer. This
is on top of new services previously revealed to Athens,
Bastia, Monastir and Thessaloniki. Barcelona flights
were previously offered by Vueling during the summer
period from 2013 to 2016.

The VLM name has returned on the Antwerp to London
LCY route. Using Fokker 50s the route will be flown
between three and four times on weekdays and twice on
Sundays. The route was previously flown by Cityjet and
before that by the original VLM.

Qatar Airways has become the first of the major Middle
East carriers to serve Sarajevo in Bosnia & Herzegovina.
On 31 October the oneworld member began 4-weekly
flights from its Doha base using A320s. Other major
airlines connecting Sarajevo year-round with their hubs
are Austrian Airlines to Vienna, Lufthansa to Munich
and Turkish Airlines to Istanbul IST.
Ah yes, Ryanair. As reported in the last issue of The
ANKER Report, Ryanair is launching a total of 130 new
routes at the start of the winter season. That represents
around 40% of all new routes started at European
airports. Of particular note is the airline’s first ever
service to Munich, with a 2-daily service from Dublin
competing with Aer Lingus (13-weekly) and Lufthansa
(11-weekly).

Announced routes

Lufthansa has announced four new routes for next
summer from Frankfurt FRA. Chisinau and Glasgow GLA
will both be served daily, year-round from 25 March,
while Menorca and Santorini will both be served weekly.
In addition, Munich will get a weekly connection to
Funchal starting 31 March. Air Moldova began flights
from Chisinau to Frankfurt in March 2006, while TUI fly
Deutschland already connects Frankfurt with Menorca.
After linking Glasgow PIK with Frankfurt HHN between
2002 and 2009, Ryanair began a daily service between
Glasgow GLA and Frankfurt FRA on 5 September 2017.
Luxair is stepping into one of the many route vacancies
left by the collapse of airberlin. From 1 January it will
offer 3-daily flights (on weekdays) between Berlin TXL
and Saarbrücken using CRJ 700s wet-leased from Adria
Airways. airberlin operated the route with 4-daily flights
(on weekdays) using Q400s flown by LGW.

Vueling is starting the winter season with relatively few
route celebrations. However, on 29 October the LCC
began 4-weekly flights between Paris ORY and
Copenhagen. This service will compete directly with
Norwegian and indirectly with Air France, easyJet and
SAS who all serve the Danish capital from Paris CDG. This
hardly counts as a new route, as Vueling was also
serving Copenhagen from Paris CDG until the end of the
S17 season before changing airports in Paris. In addition,
Vueling has resumed service between Barcelona and
London LHR, a route it suspended at the end of S16.
Vueling has also started two new winter sun routes from
Lyon to Gran Canaria and Tenerife TFS.
Wizz Air has focussed its new route launches for winter
in just two country markets, Israel and Morocco. Its nine
new routes during the last week are split between four
new routes to Eilat/Ovda (from Bucharest, Katowice,
Prague and Riga), four new routes to Agadir (from
Budapest, Katowice, Vilnius and Wroclaw) and one new
route to Tel Aviv (from Timisoara). All routes are served
just weekly or 2-weekly.

Primera Air will be launching long-haul flights to Toronto
YYZ next summer from three European airports.
Birmingham (3-weekly from 23 June), London STN (3weekly from 19 May) and Paris CDG (4-weekly from 22
June) links will be flown using A321neos. Air Transat
already serves the Birmingham market, while Air
Canada, Air France and Air Transat already link the
Canadian airport with Paris.
SWISS will grow its network in France and Ukraine next
summer. The Star Alliance member recently confirmed
that will add new routes to Bordeaux (12-weekly from
26 March) and Marseille (3-weekly from 21 April) from
its Zurich hub. It will also resume service to Kiev KBP (4weekly from 26 March), a destination it last served in
S14. In addition, the airline’s recently introduced
Wroclaw service will continue to operate into the
summer season. Of these new routes, only Kiev KBP is
served by another carrier, Ukraine International
Airlines. Talking of which ...
Ukraine International Airlines has revealed plans to
start a 9-weekly service from Kiev KBP to Copenhagen
starting at the end of April. The Danish and Ukraine
capitals are already connected 3-weekly by Wizz Air,
which has been flying from Kiev IEV since 26 August of
this year.

TAP Portugal now connects Lisbon with London LCY. On
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easyJet growth driven by frequency increases
easyJet has added more frequencies on existing routes,
than it has as a result of starting new routes this winter.
Its 706 additional weekly flights from these routes are
traded off against a reduction of 522 weekly flights from
dropped routes and those with a decrease in weekly
frequency. That leaves a net gain of just 184 weekly
flights. The biggest frequency increase is on its London
LTN to Amsterdam route, where weekly one-way flights
have risen from 31 to 43, while London LTN to Lisbon
and Nice to Lille have both seen frequency increases
equivalent to an extra daily service.
Two routes have seen weekly frequency cut by five
flights per week; London LGW to Madrid (from 29 to 24)
and Paris CDG to Venice VCE (from 16 to 11). Four routes
that were served at least daily last winter are no longer
flown. London LTN to Copenhagen was served 25-weekly
last November, Brussels to Berlin SXF had 15-weekly
flights, Brussels to Milan MXP had 10-weekly flights and
Paris ORY to Hamburg was served daily. All four of these
routes were terminated at the end of the W16/17
season.

Routes that Norwegian does not serve this winter that
were operated last winter include London LGW to Berlin
SXF (was 11-weekly in W16/17), Barcelona to Palma de
Mallorca (was 20-weekly in W16/17) and Barcelona to
Bilbao (was 19-weekly in W16/17). The first two of these
were dropped at the start of the S17 season while the
latter finished at the end of the S17 season. As a result of
these last two route droppings, Norwegian has reduced
its flights from Barcelona by around 25% this winter.
With the focus on long-haul growth, Norwegian’s ASKs
are up almost 30% this November. According to
FlightGlobal schedules data that means they have
overtaken easyJet for the first time as measured by this
metric, despite the fact that Norwegian only operates
around half as many flights in November as easyJet.
Thanks to easyJet’s extensive ski programme, easyJet is
once again bigger than Norwegian in December.
Vueling focus on frequency growth

Norwegian’s net gain of 247 additional weekly
frequencies comes mostly from increased frequencies on
existing routes, as the number of weekly frequencies on
new routes is roughly cancelled out by the loss of weekly
frequencies on dropped routes. A similar pattern is seen
with easyJet and Vueling.

Vueling has seen the fewest frequencies lost as a result
of dropped routes (just 120) and has also only cut a few
frequencies from existing routes. It also has the fewest
additional frequencies from new routes (just 166). Its
focus appears to be on adding frequencies to existing
routes, which accounts for an additional 406 weekly
frequencies. The carrier has added at least one flight per
day on six routes compared with last November; these
comprise five routes from Barcelona (to Bilbao, Milan
MXP, Palma de Mallorca, Rome FCO and San Sebastian)
and Rome FCO to Paris ORY.

Norwegian has the lowest number of reduced
frequencies from existing routes, though Madrid to
Palma de Mallorca frequencies have been cut by six from
20-weekly to 14-weekly during the dates analysed.

Its most significant route droppings in terms of weekly
frequencies are Barcelona to Frankfurt FRA (served 9weekly last winter) and London LTN to Zurich (served 7weekly).

Norwegian drops Barcelona domestic routes

Wizz Air focus on new routes
Like Ryanair, Wizz Air generates many more new
frequencies from new routes than it does from adding
frequencies on existing routes. Its 440 new frequencies
from new routes is more than easyJet and Vueling
combined, though only around one-quarter of Ryanair’s
figure of 1,716. Some of Wizz Air’s dropped routes are
only suspended because of on-going issues with runway
repairs at Targu Mures Airport in Romania. Flights were
moved to Cluj-Napoca in late November 2016 and have
not yet been able to return. Wizz Air’s website indicates
that it hopes to resume flights at Targu Mures at some
point in 2018.
Frequency growth of at least three additional flights per
week have been recorded this winter on three routes;
Bucharest and Budapest to Tel Aviv, and London LTN to
Warsaw WAW. For more insight on the booming Europe
to Israel market see page 5 of this issue. Among all the
airline’s 101 new routes for this winter (compared with
last winter), just one is operated daily, the new domestic
sector in Bulgaria between Sofia and Varna.
Incidentally, Eurowings was left out of this analysis for
two reasons; although it operates multiple bases they
are only in Germany and neighbouring Austria (for now)
which is not diverse enough to be considered truly panEuropean. Also, the airline’s rapid growth following the
collapse of airberlin is not really representative of
normal growth. Transavia’s closing of its Munich base at
the start of the winter season stops that airline being
considered in this analysis. Arguably the only other
European LCC that can be considered truly panEuropean is Romania’s Blue Air, which, in addition to
having bases in its home country, also bases aircraft in
Cyprus, Italy and the UK.

Airline

Routes operated in Nov 2016

Routes added

Routes dropped/suspended

Routes operated in Nov 2017

Ryanair

1041

274

67

1248

easyJet

534

54

27

561

Wizz Air

425

101

35

491

Norwegian

289

56

37

308

Vueling

226

33

24

235

Source: FlightGlobal schedules data for w/c 14 November 2016 and w/c 13 November 2017.

www.flightglobal.com/srsanalyser
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